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CNE AT APSE BIG ENERGY SUMMIT

Produce electricity
on site and save
£50,000 a year

Engaging local businesses is key to achieving
local authority low carbon targets

CNE has run a free event:
‘CHP System Tour and
Discussion’ - with ZLC
Energy at the Merchants
Manor Hotel in Falmouth
It was an opportunity to visit the
facilities at the Merchants Manor Hotel
to see how Combined Heat and Power
(CHP) works and ask any questions to
the team of professionals.
CHP is a highly efficient method of
co-generating heat and electricity
from one source. By generating
on-site, losses in transmission are
minimised and carbon emissions can
be reduced by up to 30% compared
to separate conventional generation,
creating extensive savings.

BRE joined Cornwall Council and 70+ other local authorities from across
the UK at the annual APSE Big Energy Summit to discuss innovative
approaches to achieving local low carbon targets. The theme of this
years’ Summit was ‘Energising local government’ with a focus on
hearing about projects that have been successful, the approach taken
by those putting projects into action, the problems they have overcome,

the policy context and the support that can get you, or keep your
council, moving. The municipalisation of energy continues to develop
and this summit is aimed at encouraging that movement. Cornwall New
Energy was highlighted as a progressive programme that engaged local
businesses in the low carbon agenda, resulting in an increase in locally
owned renewable energy and reductions in carbon.

Anaerobic Digestion Workshop
The Anaerobic Digestion workshop held by
Cornwall New Energy on the 13 March was
hugely successful. Attendees heard from Jo
Clayton, Director of Qube Renewables based
in Somerset, on innovative designs for micro
AD plants for use at various sites as a solution
to creating energy from waste. A pilot UK
project at Brixton market in south London
will use food waste to create heat and biogas,
which is then transformed via a CHP engine
in the PowerQube to provide electricity to a
near-by site. A number of Cornish businesses
are interested in the feasibility of setting up a
similar model in Cornwall. Local businesses

who attended on the day included: Origin
Coffee, Skinners Brewery, Lewinnick Lodge,
The Plume of Feathers, Driftwood Spars
and ZLC Energy, all of whom are putting
sustainability and energy at the forefront
of their business plans.
Dr Edvard Glucksman also attended with
colleagues from the University of Exeter to
speak to us about the TEVI project and the
circular economy model for businesses.
If you are interested in finding out more
about how AD and the circular economy
are relevant to your business, contact CNE.
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New Events Coming Soon

CORNWALL NEW ENERGY
IN NUMBERS
RESEARCH FOR 15
NEW PRODUCTS/
SERVICES

123 SMEs
SUPPORTED

14 START-UPS
SUPPORTED

On the 5 June, Cornwall New Energy will be
teaming up Clean Earth Energy and St Austell
Print Company to talk about the post FIT model
for Solar PV installations. Come along and
find out how viable solar PV is for your business
in 2019. In today’s climate, generating electricity
from clean sources is more important than ever

and CNE can help you work out the viability
and financial detail for your business. CNE can
offer free technical assistance and publicity
for any business making sustainable changes,
so if you want to put clean energy into your
business plan for 2019, email a.forman@prp-co.uk
for more information on how CNE can help you.

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
Supporting Innovation in Community Energy
Cornwall New Energy has supported
Wadebridge Renewable Energy Network
(WREN) in their application for funding to
trial a community-led peer-to-peer (P2P)
trading platform in Wadebridge. If the
funding application is successful, the project
named ‘Energy Equality’ will allow local

residents to buy and sell locally generated
renewable electricity, whilst offering lower
electricity tariffs to vulnerable members of
the community. The aim of the project is
to support reducing fuel poverty in
Cornwall and offering a marketplace for
surplus renewable electricity post

6 PRODUCTS/
SERVICES
MARKETED

